
MONOCLIP
Best of both worlds
The new MONOCLIP projection screen combines all the 
advantages of AV Stumpfl‘s highly acclaimed MONOBLOX 
mobile projection screens with the added advantage of a 
full clean profile without studs and press snaps. 

avstumpfl.com/monoclip

THE  MONOCLIP  DIFFERENCE
Combining innovation and experience

The MONOCLIP‘s entire frame block unfolds and the snap joints lock automatically,  
which also means that no parts can get lost during the intuitive setup process.  

A very low total cost of ownership and European manufacturing precision add to the 
appeal of this innovative projection screen system.



THE  VARIO  SYSTEM
Variable and custom in size

Vario® can be made to measure since it is a modular system consisting of a basic frame that can be sized to any format by 
adding or removing plug-in elements. 

Three different connections are available to connect the plug-in elements together depending  
on the projection screen’s application and size:

VARIO
The classic mobile projection 
screen
Vario is the original mobile projection screen featuring a 
modular structure. When we entered the rental & staging 
market over 40 years ago Vario was our product with 
which we built our reputation. Precisely manufactured and 
lasting virtually forever this product has continuously been 
improved and will keep its place in the international rental 
& staging industry in future especially for custom sizes or 
long term set ups.

avstumpfl.com/vario 

Plug-in connection

Screw connection

VarioLock™ connection



VARIOCLIP®

Redefining the mobile  
projection screen
Further developed from the original Vario product  
VarioClip® is the world’s first mobile projection screen 
featuring a full clean profile without any studs and press 
snaps. Surface tension can be adjusted to ambient  
temperature with best frame stability and accuracy.

VarioClip® surfaces are attached to the frame using the  
patented hook technology QuickClip which simplifies  
handling to a maximum.

VarioClip® is the most technologically advanced modular 
mobile projection screen. Engineered and manufactured 
with 40 years of experience as the market leader and can 
be made to measure. 

avstumpfl.com/varioclip

SURFACE  ATTACHMENT  WITH  QUICKCLIP
The revolution

Our patented QuickClip hooks define the core of our new mobile projection screen development. This new surface attachment 
technique has been engineered and intensively tested for more than 5 years. Among the features of QuickClip surfaces are:

Simple and stress-free attachment

Easiest set up

Automatic tension distribution

Hook made of glassfibre reinforced material

Integrated spring element to prevent unintended hooking

Anti-reflective rubber coated cover caps




